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In the contribution, we discuss our experience with the implementation of
a new graphical tool for exploratory data analysis, the LSD plot proposed by
Mizera and Muller (2004). LSD plots are plots of the contours of location-scale
depth, a data-analytic construct in the vein of general theory of Mizera (2002),
whose origins may be traced back to Tukey (1975) and Rousseeuw and Hubert
(1999). The Lobachevski geometry structure of its most feasible variant, the
Student depth, creates a link to multivariate location halfspace depth, which
enables to utilize the recent algorithmic advances in the field - like those of
Struyf and Rousseeuw (2000) or Miller et al. (2003). The LSD plots can be
used for checking distributional assumptions about the data, in a fashion similar
to that of quantile-quantile plots; they exhibit the similar incisive nature of the
latter as well.
While the computational experiments with the new methodology were done
predominantly in MATLAB, a transition to more user-oriented implementation
in R posed several technical problems. In particular, the availability of (somewhat) interactive statistical environment, like iPlots developed by Urbanek and
Theus (2003), seems to be paramount for the routine use of the technique.
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